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INTERCOOLER COOLING-AIR WEIGHT FLOW AND PRESSURE DROP FOR MINIMUM DRAG
LOSS
By J. GBORGR EUTDRand MICHAELF. VALERINO
SUMMARY
An anulywi ha$ been made of the drag losses in airplmw
jligti of cro88@3w plute and tubular iniercoolers to determine
the cool@aw weigti$ow and prawure drop that give a mini-
mum drag loss for any given cooling e$ectivenas and, i%wa,a
maximumpower-plani net gain due to chargetir cooling. The
drag lo88e43cmwideredin i!hti analyti are those due to (1) -t/w
extra drag impo8ed on the airplane by the weight of #w inter-
cooler, h duct, and +!.s8upport.sand (g) i’.lwdrag sustained @
the cooliw air in jlowing through the iniercookr and h duct.
% invcatigaiion covers a range of condii50n.s of d%ude, air-
8peed, l#?=dragr&W, MLpemhurger-premu’eTat’i.o,and &uper-
churgeradiu.bai!iejhh.ey.
The analyd reveals the following fads concerning the
Cooli?ql-airoperating Cond’itimwof ini%%ookrs:
(1) The optimum cooling-kkhrge-air weigh@Ow mtw,
that I%,the @w ra$w that @w minimum drag loss, is only
8hgh@ dep8dt31i (m the airplane jlighi condMo71aand the
churge-airprtzwuredrop and h mainly a junctwn of the int.er-
cooler cooling e$eetwenme and the cooling+zir premure drop.
(2) ?Vh4mthe coolin@.04urge-air weight-fiw raiio h varied
to maintuin its optimum valwe,the cooling-air premure drop ix
optimum between1 and 3 incha oj wa$er;h m-i.a.tionwithin
this mnge depenak on j?ight condition-s, churge+ir pmwure
drop, and type oj itireooler (@ate, charge+cross-twbe, or
churge-through-tube). Wiihin this range oj prewure drop the
changein drag /.488jrom the minimum va.lw is slight.
The optimum vakx oj coolinguir prcwure drop and weight-
jlow rai%oare tabulated. C’unkxnare pre8& to illwtrai!.ethe
rewks of i!.lwana.lyti. Included are curoa that give the nmi.u-
tion in ini%rcoolervolume and the inereme in drag loss ineumed
by a departure oj intercooler operationjrom the optimum wdue8
of coolingdr premure drop and weight-jlowraiw.
INTRODUCTION
The advantages of charge-air cooling arc dependent not
only on the degree of cooling accomplished but also on tho
drag losses incurred by the intercooler. For any given
cooling effectiveness, minimum drag of the intercooler re-
sults in mtium power-plant net gain due to the addition
of t])o intercooler.
In the deign of int+woolers, if the pressure required to
force air through the passages were the only consideration,
a large, heavy intercooler would minimim the drag low. In
airoraft added weight increases the airplane drag losses and
it is therefore necewq that an intercooler be designed to
effect a compromise between the intercooler cooling-air
lows and the losses due to the intereooler weight. b
making this compromise the desib~er can vary either the
intercooler core structure or certain intercooler operating
conditions. Although variation in core-structure dimensions
is quite important in permitting changes in external dimcD -
sions for fitting an intercooler into the amilable space
(references 1 and 2), it is of less importance in minimizing
the drag losses. The designer has much more control over
the drag lows through variation of sud Mercooler operat-
ing conditions as cooling-air weight flow and pressure drop.
Changes in cooling-air weight flow and pressure drop are
also accompanied by ohanges in external, dimensions of the
intercooler for a given core structure.
The drag losses due to the cooling-air flow and the ti&r-
cooler weight can be expressed in tarms of operating condi-
tions, which fall into two ck3se9: (1) intercooler operating
conditions and (2) flight conditions. Class (I) consists of
the cooling effectiveness and the weight flows and the pres-
sure drops of the charge and the cooling air. Class (2) con-
sists of altitude, airspeed, lift-drag ratio, supercharger
efficiency, and pressure ratio. For the designer the fligh~
condition group k usually tied. Of the intercooler oPmt-
ing conditions, the cooling effectiveness and the charge-air
weight flow are usually predetemnined; the designer is there-
fore free to choose, within limits, the cooling-ah weight flow
smd pressure drop.
Ii this analysis the cooling-to-charge-air woighbflow ratio
and pressure drop that give minimum drag loss have been
determined for various conditions of Ilight and for various
cooling reqnirement9. The selection of an intercooler for a
specific installation is, however, also a compromise between
intercooler dimensions and intercooler drag loss. The
designer is, in most cases, limited in the choice of the inter-
cooler operating conditions by the space available in the
airplane for the intercooler. Considerations of the charge-
air and the cooling-air ducting also enter and complkate the
entire pictwe. Thus, a design for minimum drag loss may,
for a given installation, be prohibitive on the basis of install-
ationsin the airplane in spite of the variety of shapes and sizes
of intercoolers made possible by ohanging the intercooler
core-structure dimensions. Oharts are presented that give
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the magnitude of the increase in drag and the change in
intercooler volume resulting from a departure from the
optimum conditions.
The optimum charge-air pressure drop has not been in-
cluded in the analysis because the attendant losses depend to
Q large degree on the specitic engine installation.
PROCEDURE
The cooling-air and transportation drag losses.—The
equation for the cooling-fLir drag loss of an intercooler is
derived in appendk B (equations (1) to (11)) from a con-
sideration of the momentum change of the cooling air as it
flows through the intercooler and the duct. The effect of
the addition of heat to the cooling air in the intercooler is
included in the derivation. This effect causes a slight reduc-
tion of the cooling-air drag loss and, for low values of cooling-
to-charge-air weight flow- iM1/MS and cooling-air pressure
drop Ap,, may even result in a thrust rather than a drag.
The increase in airplane drag resulting horn the weight
increase due to the addition of an intercooler is calculated
as the drag of the additional airplane wing aren required to
keep the wing loading, and thus the take-off and landing
speeds, constant. This additional drag loss is given by
equations (12) to (18) of appendix B.
Because the two intercooler drag losses vary in opposite
directions with variation of MJM2 or Apl, it is expected that
for certain vahs of these two operating variables the sum
of the two drag losses is minimum. These optimum values
of MJI1l and Apl, denoted herein as (ikfJW ~t and (API)~Pt,
are determined by the procedure outlined in appendix B
(equations (19) to (28)).
The parameter (L/ll)6@.-In this analysis it is convenient
to make use of a parameter (L/~)cc relating the intercooler
transportation costs to the heabtransfer surface area. This
parameter is defied as
7 ,-
It should be noted that the parameter (L/LJ)., includes the
following variables in addition to the airplane-wing Iiftidrag
ratio L/D:
(a) Density of the material of which the intercooler is
constructed pm
(b) Plate or tube+vall tihiclmess t
(c) Ratio of weight of intercooler to weight of intercooler
plates or tubes.&
(d) Ratio of increase in airplane weight caused by the
intercooler to the weight of the intercooler y
(e) Ratio of the heai%ransfer surface area of the inter-
cooler 8 ti the snrfaw area of a reference intercooler &
The symbols used in this report are listed in appendix A.
The significance of the parameter (L/D).~ is given in more
detail in appendix B.
The reference intercooler .—The relation among the heati
transfer surface area, the operating conditions, and the core
structure is obtained from reference 1 for the plate inter-
cooler and from reference 2 for the tubular intercooler. In
references 1 and 2 the relation for each type of intercoohx is
tit given for a reference intwcooler, which is defined as one
having a reference core structure. The vm-ktion in hoah
transfer area with core structure for wnstant operating con-
ditions is then given. This variation of heat-transfer arm
with core structure is the S/SOterm included in the (L/D),@
parameter. The transportation loss is then, as shown in
appendix B, a function only of (L/D),., airplane velocity,
and heat-transfer surface area of the reference intorcoolor.
The optimum MJMz and Apl.—The optimum values of
Mljilfs and the related optimum values of Apl wore deter-
mined for extreme conditions of intercooler oporation and
airplane flight. The range of conditions covered in tho in-
vestigation is:
Intercooler operating conditions:
Charge-air -level pressure drop (., air density rela-
tive to standard atmosphere; Apf, skin-friction pres-
sure drop of air across intercooler) u~,~ APJ,2,inolres
ofwatir ----------------------------------------- 2-12
Cooling effectiventw q, ~wnt-------_-------------- 30-85
Airplane flight conditions:
Altitude, feet --------------------------------- 20,000-50,000
DynamirJpressure in flight g, inohes of water ----------- 12.5-26
“ (LJD)W------------------------------------------- E-20
Superchmger-premure ratio r--------__-------------_ 1-3
Supemharger efficiency W, Mrmnt------------------- 66-100
The duct efficiency was assumed constant at 90 percent.
Although the analysis was made for a range of (L/~),,
from 5 to 20, values above this range mny be encountered in
special cases because of the numerous variables included in
the parameter. It can be shted that the results of the+
analysis presented herein also apply for values of (L/D),aup
to infinity because, when (L/D),q is iniinite, the drag 10SSis
equal to only the loss due to the cooling air; plots of cooling-
air drag loss against API for optimum LfJMz show optimum
values of Apl and M’JMi that are in substantial agreement
with values given for the range of (L/D),a considered in this
report.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the analysis outlined in appendix B may be
simply represented for the foregoing practical range of condi-
tions as
M,
()
~@%
z
.—
z .Pt Aplm
(Ap,)Op,= 1 to 3 inches of water
~vhere13and m are constants, the values of which depend on
the airplane flight and intercooler operating conditions.
Because b and m do not critically vary over the range of
xmditions investigated in this report and because small
~hanges in IWkL away from the optimum have very little
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effect on the drag loss, the factor b and exponent m may, for
general design purposes, be assigned constant average values.
These average values were determined as approximately
b=O.49 and m= 0.36 and will give M,/M, values suitable for
intercooler design on the basis of minimum drag 10W.
Thus, when the system is operating at the optimum cooling-
fLir pressure drop (from 1 to 3 in. water), the optimum
ratio of cooling-air to charge.air weight flow is given from the
foregoing equation aa follows:
\
+
(MIIM) .pt
\
API, h. wntnr
(&t) 1+”28
30 L2 LO y:
40 L3
m k:
w 3.1 H k:
4.2 3.2 28
: 5.7 4.4 3.8
I {
Ilor any value of q within the range given in the table, a
value of ApI from 1 to 3 inches of water can be chosen with-
out changing the drag loss an appreciable amount. There
is a slight trend in favor of the low values of Apl at high
rdtitudea.
As previously emphasized, the space available in the air-
plane for the installation of the intercooler and its ducts is a
consideration of primary importance in the selection of the
cooling-aii operating condition. This consideration may
make it necessary to deviate from the optimum cooling-air
conditions. It is of interest to know how the dimensions of
nn intercooler change with variation in cooling-air conditions
from their optimum values. This information may be ob-
tained from references 1 and 2. A table based on the design
information given in reference 1 has been prepared for the
plate intercnoler to illustrate the dimensional trends involved.
For this table the plate intercooler is assumed to have O.OIO-
inch platea spaced ~o inch for the cooling-air-flow passage9
and )4 inch for the charge-flow passages. The hkmcooler
is assumed to operate at a cooling effectiveness of i50percent
with a charge-air pressure drop of about 8 inches of water.
The dimensions of this intercooler for various cooling-air
operating conditions are given in table I.
TABLD I.—EFFECT ON INTERCOOLER DIMENSIONS OF
CHANGING COOLING-AIR OPERATING CONDITIONS
c#JlJw-
Afh (In.wnte.r) Ml/Ml
?ky
I 2(Opf) 1.8 (O@) _____ 5.02.5... ........... 3.5
ohru’ge-
afrflow
len&h
core
volume
(ULbp.w
abyeafr
7.0 I 17.16.2 224 I E
7.3
5.3
7.3
4.9
Table I shows that, for a given core structure and for
conditions of constant charge-air pressure drop and cooling
effectiveness, an increase in MJJ4 horn the optimum value
for a given value of API results in a reduction in intercooler
voh.mie, a reduction in cooling-air flow length, and an in-
crease in the no-flow dimension. It is shown later in the
report that for any value of Apl an appreciable change in
ii4JM* from the optimum gives only a small increase in
drag loss. Choice of the higher values of Ap, for a given
cooling-air weight flow leads to intercoolem having larger
cooling-air flow lengths and smaller no-flow dimensions than
for the optimum value of Apl.
The analysis of this report is based on computations from
basic heat-transfer data on flat plates and banks of tubes.
These same elements are used on commercial intercoolem.
The data on commercial intercoolem cover only a limited
range of sizes and a comprehensive analysis to determine
the optimum cooling-air operating conditions was not
possible. The few checks that could be made indicated
I agreement with the optimum value9 for cooling-air pre9suredrop and weight flow given by this report.
Figure 1 g%es the %uiation in dr~g loss with cooling-air
pressure drop for values of aa,,g Apf,z of 6 inches of water,
of (~/Zl)eq of 10, and of g of 12.6 inches of water and for
extreme values of intercooler cooling effectiveness and
operation altitude. In this figure, M,/Mawas kept optimum
throughout; that is, MJM2 varied in such a manner that, for
any set of conditions including Apl, the drag loss was a
minimum. The optimum value of Apl is shown by the
curves to vary between 1.2 and 1.5 inches of water. Of
particular interest is the flatness of the drag-loss curves in
the neighborhood of the optimum Apl.
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In figure 2 is shown, for optimum fM1/M,, the effect
of (L/D)w and airplane speed on the optimum Apl at 50,000-
foot altitude and 85-percaut intercooler cooling effectiveness.
It is seen that (ApJdP, lk between 1 and 3 inches of water
and that little change from minimum drag is obtained for
the conditions of (~/~),, and airplane speed shown in the
frame by operating the intercooler at nn average cooling-air
presmre drop of 2 inches of water. Plot6 similar to those
of figures 1 and 2 made for numerous airplane ilight and
intercooler operating conditions show that, for the range
of conditions investigated in this report, very little deviation
from minimum drag occurred when operation is at cooliug-air
pressure drop of 2 inches of water.
The analysis outlined in appendix B for the plate inter-
cooler also applies for the tub&r intercooler provided the
proper vcdue of (L/D)6,is used. For a given set of intercooler
operating conditions, the heat-transfer areas for the tubular
intercooler and the plate intercooler are suiliciently equal
(references 1 and 2) that the range of values of (L/D),@
covered by the curves of this report includes the range
of interest for both types of intercooler. Thus the optimum
valuw of Apl and MI/M2 obtained from these curves should
apply for both types of intercooler.
Figures are presented to assist the designer in choosing tho
intercooler cooling-air desie~ conditions (Ap, and M1/MJ
best suited to his particular purpose from considerations of
volume as well na drng 10s9. These figures relate the intw-
cooler drag loss to the volume of the reference intercooler for
a wide range of flight and intercooler operations. Curves
giving the variation in intercooler volume d uc to change in
core structure from the reference structure aro given in rofw-
ences 1 and 2. As pointed out previously, the effect of clmngo
in core stiucture on the drag loss is included in the (i5/D),0
parameter through the ratio S/S., which is also plotted in
references 1 and 2 against core-structure dimensions.
Figures 3 to 6 are direct plots of reference intercooler
volume against drag loss for the following operating varin-
blea :
Altitude, feet: 20,000; 30,000; 40,000; and 60,000
Dynamic premurein flight q, inchee of water: 12.5 and 25
Coolixlg-airpremm drop Apl, inohesof water: 2, 6, and 10
Cooling effeotiveneas q, with corroepondjng valuoa of JW1/Mt,
percent:
71=40percent for MJMju O.6, 0.75, 1, 1.5, and 2
q= 60 percent for MI/M2= 1.25,1.5, 2,3,and 5
q=80 percent for MJM1=2.5, 3, 4, and 6
These plots are drawn for (L/D),,= 10 and for
u=,,%Apf ~= 6 inches of water. Included in them plots is t,ho
relation between the reference intercooler volume and t,ho
transportation drag loss espressed simply by the clnshed
straight line. Figures 3 and 4 apply for the plate intarcoolw,
and figures 5 and 6 apply for the charge-through-tube intm-
cooler.
Plots of the relation of drag loss nnd volume for Lho
tubular intercoolem are the same in trend as figures 3 and 4
for the plate intercoolcr; the only difference is in the absolute
valuea. Attempts were therefore made to present the reln-
tions for” the tubular intercoolers in terms of correction
factors for adjusting the drag loss and the volume values
obtained from figures 3 and 4. For the chnrge-through-tube
intercooler these corrections proved too complicded nnd
involved to premnt; the relations for the charge-through-tube
intercooler are therefore given directly in figures 5 nnd 6.
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Tho corrections for the charge-across-tube intercooler
wom found convenient ti present and relatively simple ta
apply; these corrections are accordingly given in the form
of figure 7. The ratio of the volume or transportation drag
loss of the charge-across-tube intercooler to that of the plate
intercooler is given in iigure 7 as a function of altitude and
cooling effectiveness for the same operating conditions and
for (~/ll),f= 10 and u.,,, Apl,1=6 inches of water. The
procedure for using figure i’ in conjunction with figures 3 or
4 is summarized as follows:
1. The volume corrections directly applicable from figure 7.
2. I?igurea 3 or 4 can be used to find P./i142,P,,/M2, and
therefore PJM2, for the plati intercooler.
3. The value of PWIM2can be corrected from iigure 7 in
the same manner as the volume.
4. For given flight and intercooler operating conditions,
the cooling-air drag loss P,/Mais the same for the three types
of intcmcooler. Thus the corrected value of PW/M2 can be
added tQ the unchanged value of PJM2 to give P~/M2 for
the charge-across-tube intmcooler.
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Tho drag loss-volume plots show that on the basis of drag
loss (M1/MJ ,,, is not a very ddnite value. For example,
in figure 3 (a), when Ap1=2 inches of water and T=80 per-
cent, little change in drag loss occurs as M1/M2is varied over
the entire range shown. The intercooler volume is, however,
very smsitive to changes in MJM2 from the optimum value.
The ratio M1/M* may therefore be increased quite appreci-
ably from the optimum value with considerable reduction
in intercooler volume and with only a slight increase in drag
loss. These plots also show that an increase in Apl from the
optimum average value of 2 inches of water at a given value
of M1/M2 causes a decrease in volume and an increase in
hag loss. If as Apl is increased the value of M1/M2is kept
optimum, the volume changes only slightly at an expense of
increaaed drag loss. The various plots indicate the magni-
tude of these changes for the varie~ of design conditions
presented.
The plots of drag loss against volume do not include values
of Apl below 2 inches of water. This presentation is con-
sidered unnecessary because of the rapid rise in drag loss
somewhat below this value and also because of the confusion
that would result in the flgums. Furthermore, it is consid-
ered that the practical range of Apl lies above 2 inches of
water.
It is of interest to compaxe the curves of drag loss against
volume for values of q of 12.5 and 25 inches of water in figures
3 to 6. The principal effect of increasing g (or airspeed) is
an increase in drag loss at low values of Apl. This effect is
the result of the relative magnitudes of the decrease in cool-
ing-air drag loss and of the increase in transportation drag
loss accompanying the increk.e in airspeed. The cooling-
air-drag decrease is caused by the increased utilization of
ram for thrust at the higher aimpeed, that is, by the increased
Meredith effect.
A value of q of 12.5 iuches of water represents a good value
for presenkday speed of best climb; a q of 25 inches of water
is typical of the &&h-speed condition. The analysis cover-
ing the range of g from 12.5 to 25 inches of water shows the
optimum values of MJM2 and Apl to be independent of q.
lt must be remembered that figures 3 to 7 apply only for
(~/~)6Q= 10 and U.,J ApJ.2=6 inches of water. Further cor-
rections for variation in (L,/D)‘q and U=,z Apf,2 are given in
figures 8, 9, 10. The detailed use of these figur~ will be il-
lustrated in a later section.
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Figure 9 shows that the drag loss decresses ss the charge-
air preswwe drop increases. This effect does not mean, how-
ever, that high values of charge-air pressure drops are de-
sirable because no account has been taken of the super-
charger work required to force the charge air through the
intercooler nor of the effeot of charg~air pressure drop on
manifold pressure. This report is confined to a study of
optimum cooling-air design conditions, which for all practical
purposes are independent of ua,,q Ap1,2 over the range cov-
ered in this report.
ILLUSTRA~ON OF THE USE OF THE FIGURES
Let it be required to iiud the volume of and the drag 10SS
sustained by a charge-across-tube intercooler having a refer-
ence core structure (reference intarcooler of reference 2) and
designed to operate at the optimum cooling-air conditions.
The flight and the other intercooler operating conditions are:
(1) Cooling effectiveness n, 80 percent; (2) Charge-air
friction loss in .mtercooler passagea u.,,, ApJ,*, 10 inches of
water; (3) (~/~ IJ4; (4) Altitude, 50,000 feet; (5) Dynamic
pressure in fligh t q, 12.5 inches of water.
The outline of the procedure used in this problem is sa
follows :
(a) Figure 3 (d) gives the optimum cooling-ah design
conditions and 1he volume, drag loss P~, and transportation
drag loss Pr for the reference plate intercooler when
(~/~),Q=10 and us,,, APfJ=6 inches of water.
(b) Figure 7 gives the volume and transportation drag-
10SScorrections applied to the values obtnined for the plate
interoooler to give the values for the charge-across-tube
intercooler.
(c) From figure 8 the drag loss is adjusted to apply for
(Z/~)cQ= 14. The volume is independent of (~/~),,.
(d) From figure 9 the drag loss is adjusted to rLpply for
U=,,*Apf,z= 10 inches of water.
(e) From figure 10 the volume is adjusted to apply for
u.,,z APJ, a= 10 inch~ of water.
The solution of the problem according to tho foregoing
outline follows.
(6) From iigure 3 (d) and item (1):
M,
()ZZ opt
=4 (for all practical purposes)
(API) 0p~=2 in. of watar
(7) Also, from iign.re 3 (d), for the plate intercooler:
uJM2= 15,700 cu in/(lb./sec)
PJM,=21.5 hp/(lb/see)
Pw/M,= 15.2 hp/(lb/see)
(8) Therefore, from item (7):
PJM,=21.5–15.2=6.3 hp/(lb/see)
(9) From fi=gure7 rmd items (1) and (4) to correct item (7)
to apply for the charge-across-tube intercooler:
uJM1= 0.468X15,700=7340 cu in./(lb/sec)
PW/M,=0.684X15.2 =10.4 hp/(lb/see)
(10) From items (8) and (9), because P~M, is independent
of the type of intercooler for given flight and htwrcoolw
operating conditions:
P~/M,=6.3+10.4= 16.7 hp/(lb/see)
(11) From figure 8 and item (9) the drag loss for
(L/D) 6,= 14 is
PJM,z=16.7-3= 13.7 hp/(lb/see)
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(12) From figure 9 “(a) and item (11) for u=,,,APJ,,=1O
inchw of water
PJM2= 13.7 –0.4=13.3 hp/(lb/see)
(13) From figure 10 rmd item (9) for u.,,zAP,, ~=10 inches
of water
vJM2= 0.97X7340=7120 cu. in/(lb/see)
Items (12) and (13) are the final corrected values of drag
loss and volume required in the problem.
It is noted that the values given for% apply for the refer-
enco core structures For a given set of intorcooler operating
conditions, % for any other core structure may be obtained
from references 1 and 2.
CONCLUSIONS
In connection with the selection of an intercooler of mini-
mum drag and therefore maximum power-plant net gain
due to charge-air cooling, the following conclusions are
drawn concerning the o@nmrn cooling conditions:
1. The optimum ratio of cooling-air weight flow to charge-
air weight flow, that is, the ratio that gives minimum inter-
cooler drag loss, is practically independent of the airplane
flight conditions and the intercooler charge-air pressure drop.
J?or rdl practical purposes the optimum weight-flow ratio is a
simple function of the cooling effectiveness and the cooling-
air pressure drop.
2. When the cooling-air weight flow is maintained at its
optimum value, the cooling-air pressure drop becomes
optimum between 1 and 3 inches of water regardless of the
cooling effectiveness, the fright conditions, and the charge-air
promure drop. WMin this range of cooling-air pressure
drop there is only a slight change in drag low from the mini-
mum value.
.
3. For operation in the optimum range of cooling-air
pressure drop, the optimum ratio of cooling-air weight flow
to charge-air weight flow becomes a function only of cooling
effactiveness
4. For optimum cooling-six weight flow, a value of Apl
from 1 to 3 inches of water can be chosen without changing
the drag loss an appreciable amount. Thero is a slight
trend in favor of the lower values of Apl at high altitudes.
Choice of higher values of Ap, for a given cooling-air weight
flow leads to intercoolers having larger cooling-air flow
lengths and smaller no-flow dimensions than for the lower
values of Ap,. Such coolers may be more convenient to
install in some cases.
5. For a given value of cooling-air pressure drop, an ap-
preciable variation of cooling-air weight flow (within limits
discussed in the report) from the optimum values will cause
little change in the drag loss. An increase in cooling-air
weight flow above the optimum will require an increase in
the no-flow intercooler dimension, a decrense in the cooling-
air flow dimension, and a decrease in intercooler volume. A
reduction in cooling-air weight flow from the optimum valuo
wiU reverse these trends.
6. The optimum values of cooling-air weight flow and
pressure drop given herein are, within practical limits, un-
affected by (1) plate or tube-wall thickness, (2) density of
intercooler material, and (3) weight of accessory material
required in installation. These optimum values apply
equally well for the plate and tubular intercoolers.
AIRCRAFT ENGINH RESEARCH IJABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY Cowrrm E FOR AERONAUTICS,
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APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
a ratio of cooling-air shin-fiction pressure drop to
total cooling-air pressure drop, ApI,l/Apl
A, over-all effective heat-transfer area, sq f t
Cp specific heat of air at constant pressure, 0.24 Btu/
Ob) (“F)
e bsse of natural loatithns
9 acceleration of gravity, ft/see*
.L/D airplane-wing lift-drsg ratio
(L/D).Qlift-drag ratio equivalent
[(ml%(w)]
M
P
Ap
Ap$
P.
P.
P.
q
l?.
s
t
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rate of air-weight flow, lb/see
air pressure, in. water
total pressure drop of air acrox intercooler, in.
water
skin-friction pressure drop of air in intercooler,
in. water
coohg-air drag loss, hp
drag loss due ta cooling air and to intercooler weight
(P.+PW), hp
drng loss expended in transportation of intercooler
and its accessories, hp
free-stream dynamic prwsure, in. water
supercharger-pressure ratio
ratio of weight of intercooler to weight of intercooler
plai% or tubw
heat-tramsfer surface area of intercooler, sq ft
plate thiclmess of plate intercooler or tube-wall
thickness of tubular inter cooler, ft
T air temperature, -OR
u ovm-all heabtransfer
Btu/(see) (sq ft) (°F)
v intercooler volume, cu
nated)
v airplane veloci~, fps
w intercooler weight, lb
coefficient based on A,,
ft (or cu in. where dcsig-
It ratio of incrw& ~ airplane weight caused by uidi -
tion of intercooler to weight of intercooler
7 exponent of adiabatic compression
~ intercooler cooling effectiveness
Tad superchsxger adiabatic e5ciency
~d intercooler duct diciency (MMlU.,,lAPf,Ie weighkflow preswredrop ratio 2U~o,9Apf,z)
P air density, lb/cu ft
Pm density of plate or tube-wall material, lb/cu ft
u density of air relative to standard atmosphere
Subscripts:
a free-airstream conditions
av average conditions in intercoolel
e conditions at duct exit
en conditions at intercooler entrance
ex conditions at i.m%kcooler exit
opt optimum on bssis of minimum drag loss
s supercharger
o reference intercooler conditions where tho reference
intercooler is deiined in references 1 and 2
1 cooling air
2 charge air
APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS
The application of Bernoulli’s incompressible-flow equa-
tion to the cooling-air flow ahead of the intercooler (fig. 11)
gives
1
‘?dP%(va2— V.9
P=p”=m+lg
~ hfercool.br
(1)
—--
‘[ *------. ———-A
I 1
FIGmE 11.—HrzaLemhmger dud system.
Also, when Bernoulli’s equation is applied to
flow behind the intercooler
–— (V2–V.2)pm—pa— ~o:4gP=
the cooling-air
(2)
Prom equation (2) the duct-exit velocity may be explicitly
given as
v2=lo.4g
0 y(Pu2-Pa) +V*2 (3)
The pressure drop across the intercooler maybe expressed as
Apl= @.–p=) – (&–p=) (4)
When equations (1) and (4) are substituted in equation (3)
and when the resulting equation is rearranged
The cooling-air velocity near the entrance and tit faces of
the intercaoler is usually a very small fraction of the free-
stream velocity. Thus, equation (5) may be written with
negligible error as
V*=VJ%O+%)
When the general gas law is introduced
(6)
(7)
The cooling-air drag leas arising horn the momentum change
of the cooling air flowing through the duct is
When equations
%=%%-ve) (8)
(6) and (7) are substituted in equation (8)
The ratio ATdT. in equation (9) maybe given in terms of
intercooler and supercharger characteristics by the use of
the heat-balance equation for the charge and cooling air.
Thus,
where from supercharger performance relations
(10)
(11)
Transportation drag loss.—The drag loss expended in the
transportation of the additional airplane weight due to the
installation of an intercooler is determined on the basis of
constant wing loading and thus constant take-off and landing
speeds. The transportation drag loss is, then, the drag of
the additional wing area required ta keep constant wing
loading. Thjs drag loss is
pw_ v. yw
zz,-5m z (12)
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The relation between the intercooler heat-transfer surface
area and the intercooler weight can be expressed as
-g--=PmtRwj& (13)
The foregoing equations are general and hold for both
the plate and tubular intercooler. The following equations
will deal specifically with the plate intercooler, although the
same general procedure may also be employed with the
charg~across-tube and the charge-through-tube intercoolers.
From equations (12) and (25) of reference 1 the heat-
transfer surface area and the operating conditions and core-
strncture dimensions of the plate intercooler are related by
u-r 7/s (@7+ 1)7/5 ~
$=69.4
()~ (U.,,2APA2’5 ~
(14)
where S/SO is a function of the core-structure dimensions
and is given in reference 1 by equation (25) and iigure 2.
In reference 3 the cooling effectiveness of a cross-flow
plate intercooler i9 given as approximately
The solution of~equation~(15) for ~%’ ~
(15)
(16)
For conveniauce, deiine
“’D)’u=(*)(%Yfi)(:)&)“7)
where pm, t, %-, and Y are given the reference numerical
values of 173, 0.01, 1.2, and 2, respectively.
From equations (12), (13), (14), (16), and (17) the drng loss
expended in transporting the plate intercooler may be given
in terms of the flight and intmcooler operating conditions as
‘24V”P“’+%ii?+’l}’”‘~=550(L/D),Q M,
K ~ @uu,@Pi)-2n+ (a.n.,Apf3,)-2n]”5
(18)
Solution for optimum MJM2.-From equations (9), (10),
(11), and (18) the drag loss can be expressed as a function of
the ilight and intercooler operating conditions by
2=K%[1-J++~m7m)l
K,=
~(7-1)/Y_ 1
(21)
Tad
K= 24V”550(L/D),r
x=bsf.(l–n)
Ml/M, +1
(22)
(23)
(24)
The optimum value of M,/M, is evaluated by first letting
‘Giw(a=o (26)
and by then solving for M1/M2. The solution for M1/Mz in
equation (25) has been obtained graphically for the following
range of conditions:
~, Pemnt --------------------------------------------- 30-S5
u.,,~Ap~,~,inch= ofwatir ------------------------------- 2-12
Altitude, feet ------------------------------------- 20,000-60,000
q)tich~of watir -------------------------------------- 12.5-25
(L/D) .a----------------------------------------------- 6-20
r-----------------------------------------------------1 3
7ad?permnt ------------------------------------------- 06-100
The duct efficiency qd w= taken as 90 percent.
The results of the foregoing procedure can be givcm ns
M,
()
&#%
=2 opt = Aplm
where
(26)
and
m= (#14(b)
Inasmuch M the terms i3 and m vary only slightly when
minimum drag loss is the basis of design, they may for
general intercooler design purposes be assumed constant at
an average value for the range of flight and intercoolw
operating conditions covered in this report. Thus, b= 0.49
and m= O.36, approximately.
Solution for optimum Api.—ll equation (26) is substituted
in equation (19)
(27)
The optimum value of Ap, when MdM2 is dso optimum
will be deiined vi-hen
b (PJMJ/b (API) =0 (28)
In this differentiation the terms b and m were considered ns
independent of Apl. This assumption was investigated over
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the range of values of Apl between 1 and 10 inches of water
and was found to be substantially true.
Graphical solutions of equation (28) for (Apl) or, over the
range of conditions investigated in this report show that
(ApJoP, varies between 1 and 3 inches of water.
The approximations in the foregoing analysis have been
made for the purpose of simplifying the mathematics in-
volved, The optimum cooling-air weight flow and pr~ur~
drop vrduss obtained through the use of these approxima-
tions have been checked against the values obtained by a
more laborious method as illustrated by figures 1 and 2.
The errors introduced by these approximations were found
to be small and unimportant.
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